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#1: Start Early
Example: Starting age 25 vs. 35
Investing: $1,000 per year for 30 years
Rate of Return: 10% per year
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#2: Push Past Your Fears

Market uncertainty

#2: Push Past Your Fears
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Source: Yahoo Finance

#3: Follow Disciplines that are PROVEN to add VALUE!

#3: Follow Disciplines that are PROVEN
to add VALUE!

Disclaimer:
The performance figures shown are from our model portfolios. The performance reporting is intended to give you a good idea of some of our investing strategies. All model portfolios have certain limitations. For example, our model portfolios are
fully invested and typically contain no cash. A real-life portfolio may sometimes hold cash, which may increase or reduce returns, depending on overall market performance. The performance presented in our model portfolios does not include fees
such as our management fees. All of our fees are inclusive of transaction costs, but investors should be aware of all expenses included when performance figures are reported, actual performance will be lower when these expenses are factored in.
Although most of Tycuda model portfolios have been developed in the real world, it is important to understand that some of the data may be hypothetical and not actual performance data, in some cases there is back tested data used. The
purpose of back testing is to determine three key factors; risk, return and recovery of models. These factors help to determine the value of a model. When determining suitability, what is important along with performance data is for investors to
understand the discipline behind any investment strategy. The better able an investor can understand an investment strategy, the more likely they can define a suitable investment for themselves. At Tycuda, all model portfolios follow a strict
discipline. These model portfolios may or may not be suitable for you depending on a variety of factors, including your ability and willingness to tolerate risk and the level you agree or disagree with the discipline associated with any or combination
of models. Tycuda takes time to get to know its clients, their needs and preferences before making any investment recommendations. For more information, please contact Tycuda.

#4: Recognize Power of 1%
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#5: Get Good Advice
5 Questions to Ask an Advisor:
1. How long have you and your firm been in
business and who is your industry
regulator?
2. How are you compensated?
3. What investment products can you offer?
4. What is your investment process?
5. What is your performance record over 1,
3 and 5+ years?

#5: Get Good Advice

Disclaimer:
The performance figures shown are from our model portfolios. The performance reporting is intended to give you a good idea of some of our investing strategies. All model portfolios have certain limitations. For example, our model portfolios are
fully invested and typically contain no cash. A real-life portfolio may sometimes hold cash, which may increase or reduce returns, depending on overall market performance. The performance presented in our model portfolios does not include fees
such as our management fees. All of our fees are inclusive of transaction costs, but investors should be aware of all expenses included when performance figures are reported, actual performance will be lower when these expenses are factored in.
Although most of Tycuda model portfolios have been developed in the real world, it is important to understand that some of the data may be hypothetical and not actual performance data, in some cases there is back tested data used. The
purpose of back testing is to determine three key factors; risk, return and recovery of models. These factors help to determine the value of a model. When determining suitability, what is important along with performance data is for investors to
understand the discipline behind any investment strategy. The better able an investor can understand an investment strategy, the more likely they can define a suitable investment for themselves. At Tycuda, all model portfolios follow a strict
discipline. These model portfolios may or may not be suitable for you depending on a variety of factors, including your ability and willingness to tolerate risk and the level you agree or disagree with the discipline associated with any or combination
of models. Tycuda takes time to get to know its clients, their needs and preferences before making any investment recommendations. For more information, please contact Tycuda.
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